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Summary. This article examines popular medical discourses on contraception produced in state-

socialist Poland following the legalisation of abortion in 1956, a time when the party state declared

family planning to be a public health project. By analysing popular medical literature, I argue that

the popularisation of family planning constructed and relied on gender norms that could ease anxi-

eties about the mainstreaming of ideas relating to sexuality and contraception, as well as about

gender equality in a state-socialist context. I show that the femininity constructed in Polish birth

control advice was based in fertility and the physical attractiveness required to maintain a husband’s

sexual interest. Although masculinity was represented as distant, egoistic and violent, experts

broadcast mixed messages about the effectiveness and usefulness of popular male contraceptive

methods, some of which were at times utterly demonised.
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Following the decriminalisation of abortion for socio-economic reasons in Poland (1956/

1959), the socialist state established the promotion of contraceptive use as a population

and public health priority. Advice literature on family planning, written by doctors for lay

readers, was one of the tools for this promotion. By advancing specific concepts of the

masculine and feminine, books and pamphlets on contraception reflected and addressed

anxieties relating to a new social and medical order.1 In the Polish context, this order was

shaped not only by the aforementioned abortion law but also by the state policy of

equality between the sexes and women’s participation in paid employment.

This article argues that Polish state-socialist prescriptive literature on contraception

framed family planning as a strategical tool for achieving the health and well-being of

women, families and, by extension, the state. Borrowing ideas about family planning
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from both sides of the Iron Curtain, Polish popular medical narratives about this strategi-

cal tool were constructed through contradictory notions of gender roles in the prevention

and spacing of births. Despite their inherent contradictions, these notions remained rela-

tively stable between the late 1950s and late 1980s. The femininity constructed within

birth control literature in state-socialist Poland was linked to the fertility of a woman, to

her health and that of her children, and to her physical attractiveness, a condition re-

quired to maintain a husband’s interest. Masculinity, on the other hand, was represented

as distant, egoistic and violent. Experts broadcast mixed messages about the effective-

ness and usefulness of popular male contraceptive methods, a number of which were es-

sentially demonised.

This article builds upon and expands the emerging scholarship on the social and cul-

tural history of reproductive health, medicine and activism in state-socialist Poland. Most

of this literature has focused on analysis of the background, introduction and consequen-

ces of the 1956 abortion law.2 One of the most intensely studied aspects has been the

foundation of Towarzystwo �Swiadomego Macierzy�nstwa (Society for Conscious

Motherhood, henceforth SCM), the state-sponsored family planning organisation and its

role in the shifting biopolitics of the party state3 and other local and international entan-

glements.4 This article builds and expands on work by a number of scholars, particularly

the historians, Sylwia Ku�zma-Markowska, Natalia Jarska and Barbara Klich-Kluczewska,

and the anthropologist Agnieszka Ko�scia�nska. Ku�zma-Markowska, whose work has

been crucial in mapping SCM’s role and relations during the late 1950s and the 1960s,

has used popular advice literature on family planning to explore the attitudes of doctors

2Barbara Klich-Kluczewska, ‘Przypadek Marii spod

Bochni. Próba Analizy Mikrohistorycznej Procesu o

AborcjeR z 1949 Roku’, Rocznik Antropologii Historii,

2012, 1, 195–209; Barbara Klich-Kluczewska, ‘Aborcja.

Przykład Przłeamywania Tabu’, in Rodzina, Tabu i

Komunizm w Polsce, 1956–1989 (Kraków: Libron,

2015), 233–59; Sylwia Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘Walka z

“Babkami” o Zdrowie Kobiet: Medykalizacja

Przerywania Cią_zy w Polsce w Latach PieR�cdziesiątych i

Sze�s�cdziesiątych XX Wieku’, Polska 1944/45-1989.

Studia i Materiały, 2017, 15, 189–214; Aleksandra

Czajkowska, ‘O Dopuszczalno�sci Przerywania Cią_zy.

Ustawa z Dnia 27 Kwietnia 1956 r. i Towarzyszące jej

Dyskusje’, in Marcin Kula, ed, Kłopoty z Seksem w PRL.

Rodzenie nie Całkiem po Ludzku, Aborcja, Choroby,

Odmienno�sci (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu

Warszawskiego, 2012), 99–186; Katarzyna Jarkiewicz,

‘W Obronie _Zycia Nienarodzonych. Głos Ko�scioła i
�Srodowisk Katolickich w Debacie Okołoaborcyjnej

w Okresie Wielkiej Nowenny (1956—1966)’, PamieR�c i

Sprawiedliwo�s�c, 2017, 1, 29, 137–75; Natalia Jarska,

Modern Marriage and the Culture of Sexual Relations—

Experts Shaping Marital Sex in Poland, 1957–1970.

Paper presented at the European Social Science History

Conference, Belfast, 4–7 April 2018; Magdalena

Grabowska, ‘“Rewizjonizm” i Nowe Spojrzenie na

Sprawczo�s�c Kobiet w Socjali�zmie’, in Zerwana

Genealogia. Działalno�s�c Społeczna i Polityczna Kobiet

po 1945 r. a Współczesny Ruch Kobiecy (Warszawa:

Scholar, 2018), 55–92, 80–88. On other aspects of

reproductive health: see Ewelina Szpak, ‘Chory

Człowiek Jest Wtedy jak Co�s Go Boli’. Społeczno-

Kulturowa Historia Zdrowia i Choroby na Wsi Polskiej

po 1945 r. (Warszawa: IH PAN, 2016); Agnieszka

Wochna-Tymi�nska, ‘Zaklad Produkcji Dzieci. Oddział

Poło_zniczy w Polsce Przelomu Lat Osiemdziesiątych i

DziewieR�cdziesiątych XX Wieku’, in Kula, ed. Kłopoty z

Seksem, 187–239; Piotr Bara�nski, ‘Walka z Chorobami

Weneryczymi w Polsce w Latach 1948-1949’, in Kula,

ed, Kłopoty z Seksem, 11–97; Barbara Klich-

Kluczewska, ‘”Panna z Dzieckiem”. Poza Hybrydowym

Systemem Społecznej Pomocy’, in Rodzina, Tabu i

Komunizm w Polsce, 71–119.
3Barbara Klich-Kluczewska, ‘The Biopolitics and

(Non-)modernity. Population Micro-Policy, Expert

Knowledge and Family in Late-Communist Poland’,

Acta Poloniae Historica, 2017, 115, 151–74.
4Sylwia Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘MieRdzynarodowe Aspekty

Działalno�sci Towarzystwa �Swiadomego Macierzy�nstwa

w Latach 50. I 60. XX wieku’, in Bo_zena Płonka-Syroka

and Aleksandra Szlagowska, eds, Problem Kontroli

Urodze�n i Antykoncepcji. Krytyczno-Porównawcza

Analiza Dyskursów (Wrocław: Universytet Medyczny

im. Piastów �Sląskich, 2013), 265–82; Jarska, Modern

Marriage.
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and activists to sterilisation in Poland during the interwar period and the 1950s.5 Jarska

has reflected on Polish marital manuals as sources for examining the expertise on family

and marriage as social institutions.6 Klich-Kluczewska, in her pioneering study of taboos

bordering the institution of family—a crucial site of intervention for both the Polish party

state and the Catholic Church—has studied the processes of expertisation in Poland

through the lens of sociology.7 Ko�scia�nska has examined the delivery of expert advice dur-

ing the 1970s, focusing on the consolidation of sexology as a field of scientific enquiry and

social intervention.8 These contributions, have, however, left the changing policies and

discourses on family planning and contraception largely unexplored. This is due to the fact

that for sexologists and sociologists, contraception was a side rather than central issue.

Placing it centre stage, therefore, sheds new light on the gender order constructed in

post-war Poland, both discursively and bodily, by medicine and particularly gynaecology,

which had become the key agent in the intense process of medicalising reproduction.9

Placing the popularisation of family planning at the centre of my enquiry also adds

new perspectives to the dynamically expanding historiography of birth control move-

ments, policies and propaganda in areas beyond the well-studied global North and

South,10 Central and Eastern Europe included.11 This article also advances scholarship on

5Sylwia Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘An Unexpected Continuity:

Voluntary and Compulsory Sterilization in the Rhetoric

of the Pre- and Post World War II Polish Birth Control

Movement’, East Central Europe, 2011, 38, 97–114,

99.
6Natalia Jarska, ‘MieRdzy Równo�scią a Ró_znicą Płci.

Poradniki _Zycia Mał _ze�nskiego w PRL’, in Dorota

Skotarczak and Karolina Bittner, eds, W KreRgu

Kultury PRL. Poradnictwo (Pozna�n: Wydawnictwo

IPN/Instytut Historii Uniwersytetu Adama Mickiewicza

w Poznaniu, 2018), 291–305.
7Klich-Kluczewska, Rodzina, Tabu i Komunizm

w Polsce.
8Agnieszka Ko�scia�nska, Płe�c, Przyjemno�s�c i

Przemoc (Warszawa: Wydawnictwa Uniwersytetu

Warszawskiego, 2014); Agnieszka Ko�scia�nska, ‘Sex

on Equal Terms? Polish Sexology on Women’s

Emancipation and “Good Sex” from the 1970s to

Present’, Sexualities, 2016, 1–2, 236–56. On analo-

gous processes in Czechoslovakia, Kate�rina Li�sková,

Sexual Liberation, Socialist Style: Communist

Czechoslovakia and the Science of Desire, 1945–1989

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018).
9‘ Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘Walka z “Babkami” o Zdrowie

Kobiet’, 191–92.
10To mention only some of these works: Matthew

Connelly, Fatal Misconceptions. The Struggle to

Control World Population (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 2009); Kate Fisher, ‘The Delivery of

Birth Control Advice in South Wales Between the

Wars’, in Robert Perks, Paul Thompson and Jan

Walmsley, eds, Oral History, Health and Welfare

(London, Routledge, 2000), 249–69; Manon Parry,

Broadcasting Birth Control: Mass Media and Family

Planning (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press,

2013); Caroline Rusterholz, ‘English and French

Women Doctors in International Debates on Birth

Control (1920–1935)’, Social History of Medicine,

2017, 31, 328–47.
11In addition to the works of Sylwia Ku�zma-

Markowska quoted in this article, notable contribu-

tions to the history of family planning in Central and

Eastern Europe include: Gail Kligman, The Politics of

Duplicity: Controlling Reproduction in Ceausescu’s

Romania (Berkeley: University of California Press,

1998); Amy E. Randall, ‘“Abortion Will Deprive You

of Happiness!”: Soviet Reproductive Politics in the

Post-Stalin Era’, Journal of Women’s History, 2011,

23, 13–38; Małgorzata Fidelis, ‘Women Astray.

Debating Sexuality and Reproduction during the

Thaw’, in Women, Communism, and Industrialization

in Postwar Poland (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 2010), 170–202; Yuliya Hilevych, ‘Abortion

and Gender Relationships in Ukraine, 1955–1970’,

The History of the Family, 2015, 20, 86–101;Yuliya

Hilevych and Chizu Sato, ‘Popular Medical Discourses

on Birth Control in the Soviet Union during the Cold

War: Shifting Responsibilities and Relational Values’,

in Ann-Katrin Gembris and Theresia Theuke, eds,

Children by Choice?: Changing Values, Reproduction,

and Family Planning in the 20th Century (Berlin: De

Gruyter, 2018), 99–121; Eszter Varsa, ‘The Gypsy

Population is Constantly Growing’: Roma and the

Politics of Reproduction in Cold War Hungary’, in

Heike Karge, Friedrike Kind-Kovács and Sara

Bernasconi, eds, From the Midwife’s Bag to the

Patient’s File. Public Health in Eastern Europe

(Budapest: CEU Press, 2017), 263–91. I also explored

a number of aspects related to the history of contra-

ception in Central and Easter Europe in my earlier
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the history of gender in the region, which has explored the often conflicting state-

socialist proposed gender norms in contexts where official equality between men and

women, and the prominent presence of the latter in the paid workforce (including medi-

cine),12 was linked with the communist party’s policies emphasising women’s responsibil-

ity for children and the household, especially from the second half of the 1950s

onwards.13 In the Polish context, these tensions between nominal equality and women’s

twofold burden were further complicated by the strong presence of the Catholic Church,

which actively opposed the 1956 abortion law and ensuing contraceptive propaganda

throughout the state-socialist period.14

In what follows, I first contextualise the history of family planning popularisation in

state-socialist Poland in relation to the shifting priorities of population policy. After a brief

discussion of the sources used, I analyse how Polish family planning advice literature from

the late 1950s to the mid-1980s constructed contraception as a legitimate practice and in

what circumstances family limitation was promoted or discouraged. I then analyse ways in

which this literature defined norms of femininity and examine portrayals of the division of

responsibilities in the realm of family planning. Finally, I look at how the ideal masculinity

represented in this literature clashed with narratives of male violence and marital rape,

against which women were encouraged to use contraception as a form of self-defence.

Abortion Law Reform and the Popularisation of Family Planning
In this section, I establish how the popularisation of contraception became a public health

project in state-socialist Poland from the late 1950s onwards. I also discuss how the SCM,

a privileged agent in this project during its early years, lost its monopoly during the 1970s

and how the Catholic understanding of family planning became increasingly mainstreamed

as state and Church ideas converged on the need to stimulate population growth.

The ‘conditions for the legal termination of pregnancy’ established on 27 April 1956

regulated access to abortion during most of the state-socialist period.15 Abortion was

work: Agata Ignaciuk, ‘“Clueless about

Contraception”: The Introduction and Circulation of

the Contraceptive Pill in State-Socialist Poland

(1960s–1970s)’, Medicina nei Secoli. Arte e Scienza,

2014, 26, 509–35; Agata Ignaciuk, ‘Reproductive

Policies and Women’s Birth Control Practices in

State-Socialist Poland (1960s-1980s)’, in Lutz

Niethammer and Silke Satjuko, eds, ‘“Wenn die

Chemie stimmt”. Gender Relations and Birth Control

in the Age of the “Pill”’ (Göttingen: Wallstein, 2016),

271–94.
12In Poland, as in the Soviet Union (Elianne Riska,

Medical Careers and Feminist Agendas: American,

Scandinavian, and Russian Women Physicians (New

York: Aldine de Gruyter, 2001)), medicine was highly

feminised. In Poland, the femininisation of medicine

accelerated in the 1960s. In 1960, 38 per cent of all

registered doctors were women; in 1970, 47 per

cent and in 1980, 51 per cent. Główny Urząd

Statystyczny, Rocznik Statystyczny 1975 (Warszawa:

GUS, 1976), 480; Główny Urząd Statystyczny,

Rocznik Statystyczny 1980 (Warszawa: GUS, 1981),

559. See also: Dorota Jołkiewicz, ‘Kobiety

w Naukach Medycznych Wczoraj i Dzi�s’, Nauka i

Szkolnictwo Wy _zsze 2011, 2, 35–47.
13Mira Marody and Anna Giza-Poleszczurk, ‘Changing

Images of Identity in Poland. From the Self-Sacrificing

to the Self-Investing Woman?’, in Susan Gal and Gail

Kligman, eds, Reproducing Gender: Politics, Publics,

and Everyday Life after Socialism (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 2000), 115–75; Jacqueline

Heinen and Monika Wator, ‘Child Care in Poland be-

fore, during and after the Transition: Still a Women’s

Business’, Social Politics: International Studies in

Gender, State & Society, 2006, 13, 189–216; Shana

Penn and Jill Massino, eds, Gender Politics and

Everyday Life in State Socialist Eastern and Central

Europe (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009);

Fidelis, ‘Women Astray’; Grabowska, ‘“Rewizjonizm”

i Nowe Spojrzenie’.
14Jarkiewicz, ‘W Obronie _Zycia Nienarodzonych’.
15One change in access was introduced in 1980,

when the Minister of Health imposed a ban

on doctors without specialisation performing
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authorised in three situations: when termination was deemed medically necessary; when

there were grounds to believe pregnancy had resulted from a criminal act and when a

woman found herself in ‘difficult life circumstances’. Sylwia Ku�zma-Markowska argues

that communist authorities and their advocates in the medical profession presented the

new law as a public health measure to protect women’s lives and reproductive health,

both under threat from illegal abortionists.16 As interwar abortion regulation had author-

ised termination on medical and criminal grounds, it was the socio-economic premise that

considerably increased the number of legal abortions in Poland.17 Numbers increased fur-

ther after an executive order by the Ministry of Health and Welfare in 1959 simplified the

procedure, abolishing the initial requirement that hardship must be proven: a woman’s

written statement now sufficed.18 The new regulation also obliged doctors performing ter-

minations to instruct the woman ‘about ways of preventing an unwanted pregnancy,

handing her a prescription for a suitable contraceptive method . . . as well as appropriate lit-

erature on contraception’.19 Contraceptive advice and provision were to be mainstreamed

through a state-sponsored public health project in which the SCM was assigned a key role.

The name chosen for this interdisciplinary association, which brought together doctors,

journalists and activists, was somewhat anachronistic in the 1950s, when ‘family plan-

ning’ was transnationally becoming the dominant framework of contraception popular-

isation.20 Yet, appealing to ‘conscious motherhood’ was a carefully planned strategy of

tracing the Polish Society’s genealogy back to the interwar ‘conscious motherhood’

movement. Interdisciplinary birth control activism had blossomed in many Polish cities

during the 1930s, with birth control information being delivered to the poorest classes,

especially the urban proletariat, by socialist doctors, some of whom continued their activ-

ism after the Second World War.21 In 1931, under the rallying cry of ‘Here we prevent

pregnancies, not terminate them’, socialist physician Justyna Budzi�nska-Tylicka (1867–

1936) founded a Conscious Motherhood Clinic in Warsaw;22 other activists would estab-

lish a number similar clinics in cities across the country during the 1930s.23 For

Budzi�nska-Tylicka—one of the first Polish women to graduate in medicine24—‘conscious

terminations ‘Rozporządzenie Ministra Zdrowia z Dnia

7 Listopada 1980 Zmieniające Rozporządzenie

w Sprawie Przerywania Cią_zy’, Dziennik Ustaw, 1980,

26, 110.
16Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘Walka z “Babkami” o Zdrowie

Kobiet’, 196–98.
17Klich-Kluczewska, ‘Przypadek Marii spod Bochni’,

195–209; Ewelina Ciaputa, ‘The Illegal Abortion

Underground, Abortion Tourism and the Catholic

Church in Poland’, in Christabelle Sethna and Gayle

Davis, eds, Abortion across Borders: Transnational

Travel and Access to Abortion Services (Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins University Press, 2019, forthcoming).
18Henry P. David and Joanna Skilogianis, eds, From

Abortion to Contraception: A Resource to Public

Policies and Reproductive Behavior in Central and

Eastern Europe from 1917 to the Present (Westport,

London: Greenwood Press, 1999).
19Rozporządzenie Ministra Zdrowia z Dnia 19 Grudnia

1959 r. w Sprawie Przerywania Cią_zy’, Dziennik

Ustaw, 1959, 2, 32–4 (32).

20Connelly, Fatal Misconceptions; Teresa Ortiz-Gómez,

‘Maternidad Voluntaria: Anticoncepción, Ciencia y

Feminismo en el Siglo XX’, in Gloria Franco Rubio,

ed, Debates sobre la Maternidad desde una

Perspectiva Histórica: Siglos XVI-XX (Barcelona: Icaria,

2010), 85–105.
21Sylwia Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘Działacze Ruchu

�Swiadomego Macierzy�nstwa w latach 30. XX Wieku’,

in Bo_zena Urbanek, ed, Zawód Lekarza na Ziemiach

Polskich w XIX i XX Wieku (Warszawa: �Sląski

Uniwersytet Medyczny; Instytut Historii Nauki Polskiej

Akademii Nauk, 2009), 261–75, 262; Klich-

Kluczewska, ‘The Biopolitics and (Non-)modernity’,

154.
22Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘Działacze Ruchu �Swiadomego

Macierzy�nstwa’, 261.
23Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘An Unexpected Continuity’, 99;

Towarzystwo Rozwoju Rodziny, Informator (Warszawa:

Towarzystwo Rozwoju Rodziny, 1981), 3.
24She graduated in medicine in Paris in 1898 and in

1919, became the first woman to be admitted to the
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motherhood’ meant responsible regulation of family size through ‘secure and safe con-

traceptives—not through artifical termination, which ruins the woman’s health’.25 For

interwar family planners, secure and safe contraceptives denoted physician-fitted

pessaries.26

The core goal of the state-socialist SCM, formulated during the first years of its activity

(1957–59), was similar to that defined by Budzi�nska-Tylicka in the 1930s: to prevent

abortion from being used as a birth control method. From the late 1950s onwards, this

was to be attained through the production and dissemination of contraceptives, along

with counselling to raise people’s awareness of family planning and their ‘sexual

culture’.27

The SCM had close links with the British Family Planning Association and in 1958 be-

came the first national family planning association from Central and Eastern Europe to

join the International Planned Parenthood Federation (henceforth IPPF).28 These links, in

addition to the interwar ‘conscious motherhood’ tradition, were important ingredients in

the construction of SCM’s identity and crucial for providing access to the expertise neces-

sary for domestic contraceptive production.29 In 1958, SCM founded a sister company,

named Securitas,30 which would be the sole domestic provider of diaphragms, cervical

caps and spermicides throughout the state-socialist period.31

Assigning the dissemination of contraceptive products and advice to an association

linked to, but officially independent from, health authorities—rather than the Ministry

of Health and Welfare or Ministry of Chemical Industry—was justified by a supposed

lack of training among doctors in the Poradnie K network of public gynaecological clin-

ics leaving them ill-equipped to take on the mass popularisation of contraception.32

However, this could be interpreted as a deliberate strategy of ‘othering’, ensuring that

this highly controversial endeavour, for which the party state almost certainly antici-

pated opposition from the Catholic hierarchy and laity, would not be directly linked to

state institutions.33

The Society’s domination of birth control campaigning began to decrease during the

1970s. Periodic rapprochements that occurred between the communist regime and the

Polish Medical Association. Halina Kulik, ‘Zarys

Historii Ruchu Feministycznego w Zawodzie Lekarza’,

Annales Academiae Medicae Silesiensis, 1998, 36–

37, 51–73, 62–63.
25Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘Działacze Ruchu �Swiadomego

Macierzy�nstwa’, 261.
26Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘An Unexpected Continuity’, 99.
27Jarska, Modern Marriage.
28Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘MieRdzynarodowe Aspekty’,

279.
29While the SCM-run mail contraceptive distribution

sevice also sold condoms, which were manufactured

by the national rubber industry, the SCM prioritised

the combination of diaphragm and spermicide as a

model family planning strategy during the decades

to follow, especially in the 1960s. Agata Ignaciuk,

‘Fighting Abortion?: Problematic Circulation of

Contraception in Poland During the 1960s’. Paper

presented at the conference ‘History of Health and

Disease in Central and Eastern Europe’, Warsaw, 23

October 2015; Agata Ignaciuk and Teresa Ortiz-

Gómez, Anticoncepción, Mujeres y Género. La

pı́ldora en Espa~na y Polonia (Madrid: Los Libros de la

Catarata, 2016).
30Towarzystwo �Swiadomego Macierzy�nstwa,

Towarzystwo �Swiadomego Macierzy�nstwa 1957–

1960 (Warszawa: Towarzystwo �Swiadomego

Macierzy�nstwa, 1961), 70.
31Ignaciuk, ‘Fighting Abortion?’.
32Bogdan Bednarski, ‘Rozwój i Działalno�s�c Towarzystwa

w l. 1957–1960’, in Towarzystwo �Swiadomego

Macierzy�nstwa 1957-1960 (Warszawa: PZWL, 1961),

25–43, 31.
33Mikołaj Kozakiewicz, ‘History and Politics of Planned

Parenthood in Poland’, in Philip Meredith and Lyn

Thomas, eds, Planned Parenthood in Europe the

1980s. A Human Rights Perspective (London: IPPF,

1985), 183–92.
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Catholic Church intensified during this decade, damaging public support and funding

for the organisation, now renamed the Society for Family Planning (Towarzystwo

Planowania Rodziny, henceforth SFP) and expected to become a part of the state-

socialist ‘family counselling system’.34 These developments were in part motivated by

both Church and state becoming convinced that population growth, which had

slowed down as Poland entered the last phase of its demographic transition during

the 1960s, required revitalisation.35 Not only had two-child families become the norm,

the number of people opting for just one child was rapidly increasing.36 While some

demographers interpreted the declining birth rate primarily in terms of urbanisation

and women’s participation in paid employment, others blamed it on unrestricted con-

traceptive propaganda and abortion. These debates prompted a shift in population

policy towards moderate pronatalism,37 resulting in reductions in the import and do-

mestic production of contraceptives, and weakening of the position of the SFP, known

from 1979 as the Society for Family Development (Towarzystwo Rozwoju Rodziny,

henceforth SFD).

While the SCM/SFP/SFD reached out to the public through a variety of channels, in-

cluding the general press, women’s magazines, radio programmes and documentary

films, perhaps the most important media were large print books and pamphlets.

Production of these was most intense during the early years of the Society’s activity,

when it enjoyed unconditional support from the state. By 1970, the SCM had sponsored

the production of over 9 million copies of publications about contraception, abortion and

‘sexual culture’.38 The above-mentioned shift in population policy during the 1970s,

however, had a dramatic impact on the Society’s publishing activites. The withdrawal of

supplies of printing paper in 1976 marked the loss of its privileged position as the execu-

tor of family planning policy.39 From the mid-1970s onwards, competing visions of family

planning were mainstreamed, including ‘natural regulation of conceptions’, intensely en-

dorsed by anti-abortion and anti-‘artificial’ contraception Catholic doctors such as

Włodzimierz Fijałkowski, and promoted through public channels, including Pa�nstwowy

Zakład Wydawnictw Lekarskich (henceforth PZWL), the state medical publisher, who had

printed the majority of SCM/SFP material.

The books and pamphlets promoting contraception, family planning and ‘responsible

parenthood’ that I have analysed for this article belong to the genre of popular medical

literature, a traditional source for historians of medicine and health that has enriched so-

cial and cultural histories of contraception40 and sexuality.41 While, as Peter Laipson has

34Klich-Kluczewska, ‘The Biopolitics and (Non-)moder-

nity’, 169.
35Piotr Eberhardt, ‘Fazy rozwoju demograficznego

Polski’, Rocznik Nauk Społecznych, 2014, 6, 135–60,

145–46.
36Zbigniew Smoli�nski, Dzietno�s�c Kobiet w Polsce

(Warszawa: Główny Urząd Statystyczny, 1980), 29–

65; Piotr Perkowski, ‘Working Mothers and the

Welfare State in Communist Poland’, Slavic Review,

2017, 76, 455–80, 471; Klich-Kluczewska, ‘The

Biopolitics and (Non-)modernity’, 157.
37Milos Macura, ‘Population Policies in Socialist

Countries of Europe’, Population Studies, 1974, 28,

369–79; Janusz A. Ziółkowski, ‘Poland’, in Bernard

Berelson, ed, Population Policy in Developed

Countries (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1974), 445–88.
38Towarzystwo Planowania Rodziny, XV Lat Towarzystwa

Planowania Rodziny 1957–1972, (Warszawa: PZWL,

1972), 30–32.
39Kozakiewicz, ‘History and Politics’, 185.
40Robert Jütte, Contraception: A History, Vicky Russell

(trans) (Cambridge: Polity, 2008).
41Hera Cook, The Long Sexual Revolution: English

Women, Sex, and Contraception, 1800–1975 (Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 2004); Ko�scia�nska, Płe�c,

Przyjemno�s�c i Przemoc; Peter Laipson, ‘“Kiss Without
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pointed out, prescriptive literature does not necessarily reflect actual behaviour,42 it does

depict desired conduct, as well as actions deemed to be modifiable. Thus, the subgenre

of contraception-popularising literature is examined here to study how contraception

was gendered and medicalised and how this gendering and medicalisation reflected

emerging and shifting ideologies relating to birth control in state-socialist Poland and,

more generally, in Central and Eastern Europe. In so doing, this article adds to the grow-

ing scholarship that has used marital manuals to examine the changing norms and cul-

tures of sexuality and marriage in the region in the 19th and 20th centuries.43

This article is the first systematic study of family planning advice literature published in

state-socialist Poland. By searching the catalogue of the National Library of Poland44 and

studying SCM/SFP/SRR reports listing publications45, I identified 32 books, booklets and

pamphlets aimed at the general public46 that either focused entirely on contraception or

in which contraception was a prominent theme.47 In order to access state-approved

discourses on contraception, formulated by experts who were at the same time

executors of state policies on abortion and contraception, I prioritised those written by

practising gynaecologists48 and printed by the state-owned medical publisher, PZWL.49

Shame, for She Desires It”: Sexual Foreplay in

American Marital Advice Literature, 1900–1925’,

Journal of Social History, 1996, 29, 507–25; Jessamyn

Neuhaus, ‘The Importance of Being Orgasmic:

Sexuality, Gender, and Marital Sex Manuals in the

United States, 1920–1963’, Journal of the History of

Sexuality, 2000, 9, 447–73; Stewart, ‘“Science Is

Always Chaste”.
42Laipson, ‘Kiss Without Shame’, 508.
43For example, on Poland: Bo_zena Urbanek, ‘Poradniki

Medyczne o Seksualno�sci Kobiet i MeR _zczyzn w XIX

Wieku’, in Anna _Zarnowska and Andrzej Szwarc,

eds, Kobieta i Mał _ze�nstwo. Społeczno-kulturowe

Aspekty Seksualno�sci. Wiek XIX i XX (Warszawa:

DiG, 2004), 61–72; Anna Landau-Czajka,

‘Przygotowa�c do Mał _ze�nstwa Według Wybranych

Poradników XX i XX Wieku’, in _Zarnowska and

Szwarc, Kobieta i Mał _ze�nstwo, 3–23; Jarska, Modern

Marriage; on Czechoslovakia: Li�sková, Sexual

Liberation, Socialist Style.
44I used terms ‘Society for Conscious Motherhood’,

‘Society for Family Planning’, ‘Society for Family

Development’ (in Polish) and ‘Pa�nstwowy Zakład

Wydawnictw Lekarskich’ and filters ‘popular litera-

ture’ and ‘contraception’ (in Polish) (search dates: 17

October and 13 December 2017).
45The SFP report entitled 15 lat Towarzystwa

Planowania Rodziny, 30–32 listed all the publications

produced by the Society between during the first 15

years of its existence.
46All of the books and booklets revised were aimed at

lay readership although target readership varied. For

instance, large print books and booklets like Women

on Married Life (1961, 1962, printed in 1.5 million

copies and distributed free of charge) or Dr Tadeusz

Bulski’s Guide to Marriage (7 editions between 1960

and 1967, printed in half a million copies) explicitly

related to the experiences of working-class women.

Books first published at the turn of the 1960s, includ-

ing ABC of Married Life by Dr Zbigniew Sternadel

(1969, 1972, c. 12,000 copies) or Dr Jawiga Krocin-

Karasek’s about New Contraceptive Methods (four

editions between 1969 and 1979, 245,000 copies),

while still written in plain language, lacked this spe-

cific focus. At the turn of the next decade (1970s–

1980s), young readers were targeted more intensely

with specific literature on contraception/abortion in-

cluding titles such as Step Towards Adulthood by Dr

Krystyna Jordan (1981, 1984, c. 60,000 copies) or

Artificial Miscarriage or Responsible Parenthood by

Dr Włodzimierz Fijałkowski, 1983, printed in c.

300,000 copies and intended to be distributed free

of charge in schools.
47I reviewed subsequent editions of each of these pub-

lications, to trace possible updates and changes, cov-

ering a total of 69 copies. I refer to first editions

unless substantial changes were introduced in subse-

quent editions of a publication, in which case I ex-

plain these changes in a footnote.
48The authors of the remaining two titles, Listy do

Przyjaciółki (1961, 1962) and Poradnik Młodej

MeR _zatki (1962, 1969, 1973) were journalists. The lat-

ter was a simulated exchange of letters between a

newly-wed and her sister, providing advice from a

position of a relative and health professional, proba-

bly a midwife.
49The exceptions were large print booklets Zastanów

siȩ i Ty (1959) and Nie Tȩdy Droga (1960), which

might have been printed by the PZWL but do not

carry its trademark in addition to that of the SCM.

Michalina Wisłocka’s The Art of Love (1978, 1980,

1984, 1985 and subsequent, heavily revised editions

in the 1990s and 2000s) was printed by Iskry and

Jadwiga _Zywuszko, Irmina Petryka and Wiesław
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As discussed earlier, the lens of the SCM/SFP/SRR was particularly decisive between the

late 1950s and mid-1970s, before a shift in population policy ended the Society’s domi-

nation of family planning information.

In approaching this material, I have paid particular attention to the ways in which argu-

ments were formulated to justify the need for contraception and the gendered division

of both responsibilities and recommended methods. As well as exploring the gendered

tensions, contradictions and hierarchies revealed in this material, my broader aim is to an-

alyse the continuities and ruptures relating to these arguments, responsibilities and meth-

ods over the last four decades of Polish state socialism.

To contextualise and support my analysis of contraception advice literature, I also ex-

plored other channels through which contraception was popularised in state-socialist

Poland, such as articles by authors of books and pamphlets in my sample published in

the general press and women’s magazines; documentaries on family planning produced

under SCM supervision by the Educational Film Studio (Wytwórnia Filmów O�swiatowych,

henceforth EFS) in Łód�z50 and a number of reports developed or published by SCM/SFP/

SRR, the IPPF and the World Health Organisation.

‘Conscious Family Planning for Women’s Health’: Legitimising the
Use of Contraception

In this section, I examine strategies deployed in popular medical literature to legitimise

contraception as both a private activity and part of medical practice. Framing family plan-

ning as a tool to preserve the health of mothers, their families (defined as married cou-

ples with children) and society as a whole—an approach already used across the globe

by 20th-century family planners attempting to mainstream their cause—was the most

prominent of these strategies.51 Many SCM/SFP/SFD doctors, inspired by the Polish inter-

war tradition of birth control52 and their contemporary links to the IPPF, used this strat-

egy to smooth the transmission of new, necessarily explicit information about sex and

contraception: now part of population and public health policy. This transmission was

aimed at a public heavily influenced by Catholic tradition, and SCM activists were fully

aware of the Polish Church’s opposition towards ‘artificial’ birth control.53

Sokoluk’s How to Prevent an Undesired Pregnancy

(1984, 1985) by State Advertising Agency in Łód�z.
50I conducted systematic searches of the magazines

Przyjaciółka, Polityka, and Ty i Ja (1960–1980) and

used the search results kindly made available to me

by Adam Konopka. I also reviewed the collection of

Polish public television press cuttings, located in the

Central Archives of Modern Records in Warsaw.
51Connelly, Fatal Misconceptions; Ortiz-Gómez,

‘Maternidad Voluntaria’; Sara Weydner, The Hour of

Malthus Has Struck. The Foundation of the

International Planned Parenthood Federation and

Discourses of International Family Planning (Berlin:

Freie Universitat Berlin, 2015).
52Dobrochna Kalwa, ‘Głosy Kobiet w Sprawie

Planowania Rodziny w �Swietle Prasy z Lat 1929–1932’,

in Kobieta i Kultura _Zycia Codziennego: Wiek XIX i XX

(Warszawa: DiG, 1997), 123–32; Magdalena Gawin,

‘Planowanie Rodziny - Hasła i Rzeczywisto�s�c’, in Anna
_Zarnowska and Andrzej Szwarc, eds, Równe Prawa i

Nierówne Szanse. Kobiety w Polsce MieRdzywojennej

(Warszawa: DiG/Instytut Historyczny, 2000), 220–34;

Katarzyna Sierakowska, ‘Macierzy�nstwo-Wizje a

Rzeczywisto�s�c’, in _Zarnowska and Szwarc, Równe

Prawa i Nierówne Szanse, 209–19.
53On the Catholic Church as a traditionalist influence

on Polish women in the 1950s, see Grabowska,

‘“Rewizjonizm” i Nowe Spojrzenie’, 192. On the

Polish Catholic hierarchy and doctors’ opposition to-

wards the 1956 abortion law and ‘artificial’ contra-

ception, see Jarkiewicz, ‘W Obronie _Zycia

Nienarodzinych’. For the debates about contracep-

tion by the Catholic Church’s hierarchies and com-

munities, see contributions in Alana Harris, The

Schism of ’68. Catholicism, Contraception and
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In 1958, SCM produced the first edition of How to Prevent Pregnancy by the female

gynaecologist, Jadwiga Beaupre, one of the founding and most active members of the

Society, who had a leading role in the SCM family planning clinic in Cracow. In this pam-

phlet, one of the most widely circulated SCM publications, Beaupre declared that the

Society’s intention was ‘to fight abortions and help society create as many families as

possible who have as many children as they desire and are capable of raising, and no

abortions on their conscience’.54 This idea, encapsulating one of the main arguments

consistently employed by SCM to popularise contraception use, could be identified in the

text of the 1956 abortion law itself. Like the Soviet abortion law enacted the previous

year, Polish legislation paradoxically framed termination explicitly as a defence of family

but implicitly as defence of motherhood. Legalising abortion and taking it from the

‘back-alley’ to the hospital would protect women from botched procedures that threat-

ened their lives and future reproductive health and, by extension, the well-being of their

families and society as a whole.55 At the same time, legal, medicalised abortion was by

no means encouraged but rather consistently represented as a dangerous, harmful inter-

vention, a ‘lesser evil’, preferably the last resort to be taken by women who had the de-

sired number of children and were facing extreme poverty.56

An association of abortion with infertility, especially in reference to women terminat-

ing their first pregnancies and becoming unable to conceive later, was widely discussed

in almost all literature popularising contraception in Poland between the mid-1950s and

mid-1980s. Framed as a tragedy for both individual women, stripped from the joys of

motherhood and often referred to as ‘cripples’,57 and the state deprived of future citi-

zens,58 this association—which was also an association between (productive) femininity

and motherhood—is by no means specific to state-socialist Poland and has taken a cen-

tral role in anti-abortion discourse in various contexts. The possibility of abortion-induced

infertility was exploited in films used by Margaret Sanger—one of the most famous pro-

ponents of family planning in the USA and globally—to popularise contraception use in

the USA during the 1910s and in similar campaigns by Planned Parenthood in the early

1950s.59 Yuliya Hilevych and Chizu Sato have shown that post-abortion infertility turning

women into ‘cripples’ was also the main propagandistic resource in the Soviet Union dur-

ing the second half of the 1950s and the 1960s. However, Soviet popular medical dis-

courses, as exemplified by Hilevych and Sato’s analysis of the health popularisation

Humanae Vitae in Europe, 1945–1975 (London:

Palgrave, 2018).
54Jadwiga Beaupre, Jak Zapobiega�c Cią_zy (Warszawa:

PZWL, 1958), 53.
55On the Soviet abortion law of 1955: Randall,

‘Abortion Will Deprive You of Happiness’, 17; on the

debates surrounding the Polish law of 1956,

Czajkowska, ‘O Dopuszczalno�sci Przerywania Cią_zy;

Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘Walka z “Babkami”’; Grabowska,

‘Zerwana Genealogia’; Adam Konopka, ‘Sejm PRL I

Kadencji a Przerywanie Cią_zy. Analiza Relacji Trybuny

Ludu z Dyskusji Sejmowych na Temat Ustawy o

Dopuszczalno�sci Przerywania Cią_zy z 1956 roku’,

Władza Sądzenia, 2016, 9, 89–100.

56Agata Ignaciuk, ‘Ten Szkodliwy Zabieg: Dyskursy na

Temat Aborcji w Publikacjach Towarzystwa �Swiadomego

Macierzy�nstwa/Towarzystwa Planowania Rodziny’,

Zeszyty Etnologii Wrocławskiej, 2014, 2, 75–97.
57Małgorzata Bulska, O Poronieniach (Warszawa:

PZWL, 1954), 19; Tadeusz Bulski, Poradnik

Mał _ze�nski, 1st edn (Warszawa: PZWL, 1960), 36–37

(also in subsequent editions), Zbigniew Sternadel,

Cią_za Niepo _ządana i Co Dalej? (Warszawa: PZWL,

1968), 25–28.
58For example, Rafał Pumpia�nski, Jak Zapobiega�c Cią_zy

(Warszawa: PZWL, 1957), 4; Włodzimierz Fijałkowski,

Sztuczne Poronienie czy Odpowiedzialne Rodzicielstwo

(Warszawa: PZWL, 1983), 6–7.
59Parry, Broadcasting Birth Control, 16–17, 50.
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magazine Zdorovie during the 1960s, differentiated between ‘healthy’ and ‘unhealthy’

contraceptive methods. The pill, for instance, was considered the latter and its use was

persistently discouraged.60 Polish popular medical literature, in contrast, consistently

framed birth control as a means of protecting not only women’s fertility from abortion-

induced sterility but also their general health (from too frequent births) and the health

and well-being of their children (from being born into disease or poverty), without such

clear-cut attribution of pathogenic properties to certain contraceptive methods.

The prescriptive literature on contraception attached birth control to the idea of a fam-

ily rigidly defined as a married couple with a purposefully chosen number of children, nei-

ther too few, nor too many: a total of three was generally considered ideal. In its early

years, the SCM insisted its publications and activities were directed at married people,

perhaps in an effort to allay anticipated opposition from the Catholic Church. Before and

After Getting Married (1959), one of the first books published by PZWL under the SCM

brand, explicitly underlined the fact the Society did not provide advice about birth control

to single people, ‘unless there were medical indications to do so’.61 While other books

published in the late 1950s and 1960s were not as explicit about their advice being

unsuitable for unmarried readers, those overtly aimed at a young (female) readership—

such as Jadwiga Beaupre’s Before You Get Married (1963)—focused heavily on prepara-

tion for marriage and motherhood as the ‘natural’ site of sexual activity. This prioritisation

of the married couple, exemplified by books such as ABC of Married Life (1969), by male

gynaecologist Dr Zbigniew Sternadel, endured until the late 1970s, when contraception

advice directed at single people began to circulate more widely. This shift was not with-

out controversy, as demonstrated by the female gynaecologist Michalina Wisłocka’s sex

manual, The Art of Love (1978).62 Anthropologist Agnieszka Ko�scia�nska has pointed out

that the book, a nationwide bestseller in the late 1970s, only reached publication two

years after the manuscript had been submitted in 1976, exemplifying the extent to which

unmarried sexual activity continued to raise concern.63 While Wisłocka’s explicit advice

on how women could enhance their sexual pleasure was contentious, the real contro-

versy lay in her argument that premarital (but monogamous) sex was an important test

of compatibility. Perhaps in anticipation of negative reactions to this claim, the book

cover was adorned with a newly-wed couple.64 Indeed, much of the literature published

during the late 1950s and 1960s venerated marriage as a fundamental part of human

life, as well as a way of dignifying sexual urges,65 an idea that resonated with Catholic

tradition and was explicitly developed in literature on marriage and parenthood devel-

oped by Catholic authors, such as Karol Wojtyła’s Love and Responsibility, aimed at

60Hilevych and Sato, ‘Popular Medical Discourses’,

117–18.
61Lesi�nski, Przed i za Progiem Mał _ze�nstwa, 8.
62Michalina Wisłocka, Sztuka Kochania, 1st edn

(Warszawa: Iskry, 1978). On the book’s impact and

ways it defined gender roles, see Ko�scia�nska, Płe�c,

Przyjemno�s�c i Przemoc, 51–9; ‘Sex on Equal Terms’.
63Ko�scia�nska, Płe�c, Przyjemno�s�c i Przemoc.
64Wisłocka, Sztuka Kochania; Ko�scia�nska, ‘Płe�c,

Przyjemno�s�c i Przemoc’, 51–59.

65The second edition of Tadeusz Majle, Co Ka _zde

Mał _ze�nstwo Wiedzie�c Powinno (Warszawa: PZWL,

1961) contained a new introduction, which explicitly

praised the channelling of a ‘natural and healthy’ sex

drive through the forming of a ‘family nest’ (18).

Similar ideas also appeared in Beaupre, Jak

Zapobiega�c Cią_zy and Irena Brzozowska, Zygmunt

Janczewski and Irena Kucewiczowa, Ty i Twoja

Rodzina (Warszawa: PZWL, 1963).
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religiously obedient Poles.66 While premarital sex continued to provoke discussion, the

idea that the main aim of marriage—whether Catholic or civil—was procreation went

unquestioned and as historian Natalia Jarska has shown, continued to be the core as-

sumption in public discourse about marriage during Polish state socialism.67

The assumption that the main aim of marriage was procreation, however, needed rec-

onciling with the seemingly conflicting notion of limiting births. In contraception advice

literature, these ideas were accommodated through an ongoing reference to birth con-

trol as a tool for achieving well-being for individual families and society as a whole. This

individual and social well-being was to be achieved by discouraging the less healthy or,

more importantly, less affluent, from uncontrolled procreation while encouraging mar-

ried couples with economic stability to have more children. These arguments echoed

what had been understood in the interwar era as positive eugenics:68 indeed, the word

‘eugenics’ itself was not only used when referring to avoiding or limiting the reproduc-

tion of unhealthy individuals in some of the manuals discussed here but also in legal

documents and Catholic family planning materials well into the 1960s.69

In popular literature on family planning, expectations about who should have children

shifted alongside changes in population policy. Birth control was particularly recom-

mended for impoverished women during the late 1950s and 1960s, in the belief they

were producing the next generation of ‘miserable’ welfare-dependent adults, a ‘burden

to society’ and ‘unable to look after themselves’.70 However, unlike state-socialist

Hungary or Czechoslovakia, where the idea of the ‘poor’ whose procreation required

taming became strongly racialised and incarnated in reproductive policies targeting the

Roma population, considered backward and excessively fertile,71 Polish family planning

66The book by the future Pope John Paul II was first

published in 1960 and re-edited three times before

1986. Other books aimed at Catholics included W.

Czapli�nska et al., Katolik a Planowanie Rodziny, 1st

edn 1964 and Andrzej Wielowieyski, Przed Nami

Mał _ze�nstwo, 1st edn 1971 (Krakow: Znak, 1971).

On Wojtyła and Wielowieyski see Agnieszka

Ko�scia�nska, ‘Humanae Vitae, Birth Control and the

Forgotten History of the Catholic Church in Poland’,

in Harris, The Schism of ’68, 192–99.
67Jarska, Modern Marriage.
68Ku�zma-Markowska, ‘An Unexpected Continuity’,

107–08. On eugenics in interwar and postwar

Poland: Magdalena Gawin, Rasa i Nowoczesno�s�c.

Historia Polskiego Ruchu Eugenicznego (1880–

1952). (Warszawa: Neriton, 2003).
69The 1963 Instruction of the Ministry of Health and

Welfare on promoting contraception in public

healthcare facilities stated that contraception was

recommended for ‘eugenic’ reasons in cases of alco-

holism, mental health problems, venereal diseases or

too frequent births (‘Instrukcja nr 19/63 Ministra

Zdrowia i Opieki Społecznej z Dnia 12 Kwietnia 1963

w Sprawie Popularyzowania przez Zakłady

Społecznej Słu _zby Zdrowia Zasad �Swiadomego

Macierzy�nstwa’, 1. Society for Family Development

files, National Archives in Cracow, Spytkowice

branch, folder 29/1435/013. In the first edition to

the aforementioned ‘Love and Responsibility’,

Wojtyła recommended that Catholics take ‘healthy

eugenics’ into account when choosing their future

spouse (Karol Wojtyła, Miło�s�c i Odpowiedzialno�s�c

(Lublin, KUL, 1960), 215); a letter from the Polish

bishops to priests on 13 June 1965 underlined that

natural regulation of ‘conceptions’ enabled Catholic

parents to choose the best moment for conception

from ‘an eugenic point of view’. ‘Biskupi Polscy do

Braci Kapłanów w Obronie _Zycia i Czysto�sci obycza-

jów Ludu Bo _zego. 13 Czerwca 1965’, Archives of

the Metropolitan Kuria in Cracow—Departament of

the Pastoral Care of the Family.
70Tadeusz Majle, Co Ka _zde Mał _ze�nstwo Wiedzie�c

Powinno, 2nd edn (Warszawa: PZWL, 1959), 3–5.

Also in subsequent editions. For changes between

the first and second edition, see footnote 65.
71Varsa, ‘The Gypsy Population’, 273–90. On racialised

eugenic sterilizations in Czechoslovakia: Vera

Sokolová, ‘Planned Parenthood Behind the Curtain:

Population Policy and Sterilization of Romani Women

in Communist Czechoslovakia, 1972–1989’,

Anthropology of East Europe Review 2015, 23, 1,

79–98.
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literature was not explicit in linking the ‘poor’ with ethnicity or with urban or rural loca-

tions. Those Poles who were ‘young, healthy, and fit’ were encouraged to procreate

throughout the entire period analysed in this article,72 and during the 1970s, in line with

the new pronatalist population policy, advice literature explicitly targeted those who

postponed or limited their reproductive capacities to protect their level of personal

consumerism.

The tension involved in attaining the optimal number of children during the late 1950s

is best exemplified in the popular books and pamphlets by the prominent (male) profes-

sor of gynaecology in Warsaw and founding member of the SCM, Jan Lesi�nski. In Before

and After Getting Married, published in 1959, Lesi�nski argued that a child born into a

poor family every year was a burden to the state, but, as he phrased it, for the ‘fittest’,

procreation was a social duty:

There is no reason for women who are young, healthy, physically and psychically fit

to use birth control. Preventing births for personal commodity or other egoistic rea-

sons is not right. Young married couples should remember that children are the

purpose of marriage and a social asset.73

Such eugenical notions, as historian Sylwia Ku�zma-Markowska has shown, were also

present in Lesi�nski’s manual on birth control aimed at doctors and medical students,74

published the same year and advertised in medical journals throughout the 1960s.75 It is

worth underlining, however, that people’s freedom to make choices about their families

and the role of doctors in helping to make these decisions informed ones were important

facets of Lesi�nski’s reasoning.76 As long as individual choices intersected with the greater

socialist good, ‘conscious motherhood’ policies were to be based not on coercion but

people’s free will, which family planning advice literature could aspire to influence.

The tension between individual and societal family planning goals continued in advice

literature during the 1970s. Warnings against using contraception for ‘egoistic’ reasons

then became encased in a broader discourse surrounding decelerating population

growth, a common topic in the general press in the first half of the decade that

concerned communist and Church authorities alike.77 In a 1974 book with the unambig-

uous title To Prevent or Terminate Pregnancy, Barbara TreRbicka-Kwiatkowska, a re-

nowned professor of gynaecology and obstetrics based in Lublin and one of few women

to become the head of a university clinic in state-socialist Poland,78 praised ‘conscious

family planning motivated by concerns about women’s health and the proper conditions

72Lesi�nski, Przed i za Progiem Mał _ze�nstwa, 60.
73Ibid., 60.
74Jan Lesi�nski, Zarys Zapobiegania Cią_zy dla Lekarzy i

Studentów Medycyny (Warszawa: PZWL, 1961).
75Ginekologia Polska, the official Polish research jour-

nal for gynaecology and obstetrics, printed adverts

for the manual in 1962 and 1970.
76Eg. Jan Lesi�nski, Poradnie Przed�slubne i

Przedmał _ze�nskie (Warszawa: PZWL, 1962), 8. Upon

examination of the archive of the Pozna�n branch of

the SCM, historian Barbara Klich-Kluczewska argues

that, in the mid-1960s, the branch had proposed co-

ercive sterilisations for ‘schizophrenics, imbeciles or

confirmed alcoholics, whenever such individuals al-

ready had several children’ and pushed for compul-

sory prenuptial examinations. Klich-Kluczewska, ‘The

Biopolitics of (Non-) modernity’, 165. These ideas,

however, were perhaps deemed too radical or inap-

propriate for popular advice literature, or were not

shared by the authors chosen or taking the initiative

to produce it.
77Klich-Kluczewska, ‘The Biopolics and (Non-)moder-

nity’, 151–52.
78Edmund Waszy�nski, Historia Poło _znictwa i Ginekologii

w Polsce (Wrocław: Volumed, 2000), 502.
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to bring up children’. However, she also condemned those who were ‘hostile towards

having the number of children appropriate to their [high] living standard’.79 The problem

at this time was deemed to be couples who rejected social and socialist expectations in

favour of shallow consumerism. Although, as mentioned earlier, the two-child family had

become an increasing trend in Poland during the second half of the 20th century, the

ideal family, consistently portrayed in the literature analysed here, had three children. No

advice was given, however, on how to reconcile a family of this size with paid employ-

ment or household chores.

‘May He See His Wife Always Pretty, Smiling and Smelling Fresh’:
Femininity, Family Harmony and Physical Attractiveness

In the framing of contraception as a ‘modern’ or potentially modernising tool within the

context of the present and future well-being of the family and the society, potentially

more controversial arguments for family planning—such as women using contraception

to attain self-fulfilment in their sexual lives and beyond—were rarely noted. In Britain, as

Hera Cook has shown, the non-repression of sexuality was one of the key innovations for

fertility control within marriage during the ‘long sexual revolution’ (1800–1975).80 Polish

state-socialist advice literature only sporadically mentioned contraception as a way of im-

proving a woman’s sex life, as well as that of the couple, and this was usually framed in

terms of the negative impact that fear of an undesired pregnancy could have on both

partners,81 and, in turn, on the family’s harmonious cohabitation.82 In pamphlets on

birth control aimed at both professionals (1959)83 and the lay public (1965),84 Michalina

Wisłocka claimed contraception prevented irritability and family tension. Wisłocka, in-

volved with SCM since its foundation, had worked at the Society’s family planning clinic

in Warsaw for several years, gaining the sexological expertise she deployed in The Art of

Love (1978). In Contraceptive Methods published over a decade earlier (1965), Wisłocka

had elaborated on the tensions that could result from a lack of contraception:

Continuous fear of pregnancy causes a woman to despise having intercourse with

her husband, and the permanent nervousness and irritability of parents takes its toll

on the family atmosphere.85

In a pamphlet for doctors, published in 1959, Wisłocka had painted a vivid picture of

how employing birth control methods, particularly diaphragms and spermicides, could al-

leviate this situation:

. . . we could observe psychological changes a woman underwent once she started

to control her fertility. Women who came [to the clinic] psychologically exhausted,

in panic, broken, after a few months of following our indications become calm and

serene, and the atmosphere of joy and harmony returned to their families.86

79Barbara TreRbicka-Kwiatkowska, �Swiadome Czy

Nie�swiadome Macierzy�nstwo (Warszawa: PZWL,

1971), 7.
80Cook, The Long Sexual Revolution, 41.
81For instance, TreRbicka-Kwiatkowska, �Swiadome Czy

Nie�swiadome Macierzy�nstwo, 10.
82Wisłocka, Metody Zapobiegania Cią_zy, 13–14.

83Michalina Wislocka, Technika Zapobiegania Cią_zy.

Poradnik dla Lekarzy (Warszawa: Towarzystwo
�Swiadomego Macierzy�nstwa, 1959).

84Wisłocka, Metody Zapobiegania Cią_zy.
85Ibid., 3.
86Wislocka, Technika Zapobiegania Cią_zy, 6.
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Contraception’s association with sexual pleasure was, for Wisłocka, directly linked to har-

monious cohabitation within the couple and the family, a connection—as Agnieszka

Ko�scia�nska has argued—the gynaecologist also utilised in her later works, including The

Art of Love.87

Both male and female authors occasionally argued that contraception would enable

women to attain autonomous, personal well-being and professional growth. Arguments

regarding the latter were, however, marginal, appearing consistently only in pamphlets

by Barbara TreRbicka-Kwiatkowska—all published in the first half of the 1970s—who en-

couraged contraception use as a way for women to pursue professional careers88 or for

her and her husband to complete a university degree.89

A more established argument associated a woman’s well-being with the ability to pre-

serve her youth and beauty, thereby keeping her husband sexually interested and the

marriage content. In 1961, for instance, female gynaecologist Joanna Tołwi�nska emphas-

ised rational family planning as a means of avoiding hardship and preserving physical at-

tractiveness by describing the tragic fate of a newly pregnant mother of seven:

This poor mother . . .. About to face sleepless nights, diapers to wash and perma-

nent concern about what to put in her children’s mouth. Where is her time for rest,

for entertainment? How can she buy a new dress, coat, shoes? And when she looks

into the mirror, she will be unpleasantly surprised to see that her beauty, her light

movements, her lovely smile which used to make her so popular—are all gone.90

This focus on a woman’s need to retain physical attractiveness—her key asset—was also a

feature of advice literature by gynaecologist Jadwiga Beaupre. How to Prevent Pregnancy

(1958), contained a chapter on ‘Women’s Hygiene’, with a lengthy discussion on the im-

portance of women making the effort to look as ‘aesthetically’ pleasing as possible:

A woman, no matter how difficult her circumstances, should look after her appear-

ance. May she look in the mirror at least once a day and try to look her best. . . .

And as you should not show him anger, don’t show him dirty underwear, blood

stains in the sheets. . . . May he see his wife always pretty, smiling and smelling

fresh.91

In the subsequent editions of the book, in which several chapters, most notably the one

on contraceptive methods, were substantially updated, the section ‘The Aesthetics of

Woman’s Appearance’ remained unchanged.

According to a number of manuals, a woman’s physical attractiveness was not only

spoiled by too frequent births and too many children but also the pregnancy itself.

Beaupre believed a woman usually became ‘very ugly when expecting’92 and should

make a particular effort to conceal her expanding and unalluring belly. This argument

was remade two decades later, in 1978, in the aforementioned The Art of Love. In

87Ko�scia�nska, Płe�c, Przyjemno�s�c i Przemoc, 51–59.
88TreRbicka-Kwiatkowska, �Swiadome czy Nie�swiadome

Macierzy�nstwo, 6.
89TreRbicka-Kwiatkowska, Zapobieganie czy Przerywanie

Cią_zy, 35.
90Tołwi�nska, Czy Planujesz SzczeR�scie Rodzinne, 9.

91Jadwiga Beaupre, Jak Zapobiega�c Cią_zy, 1st edn

(Warszawa: PZWL, 1958), 9–10.
92Ibid., also in Jadwiga Baupre, Nim sieR Pobierzecie

(Warszawa: PZWL, 1963), 33 and in Brzozowska,

Janczewski and Kucewiczowa, Ty i Twoja Rodzina,

91.
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Wisłocka’s best-seller, pregnancy and the birth of the first child were presented as major

threats to marriage, with young mothers concentrating all their efforts and attention on

the new-born, neglecting their appearance and embarrassing their husbands.93 In such

circumstances, husbands with high sex drives would certainly look elsewhere.

‘The Egoistic and Unreasonable Attitude of Men’: The Division of
Responsibilities and Choice of Contraceptive Methods

The idea that women—and by extension their families—were to benefit from family

planning was stable across the period analysed here and closely linked to the division of

responsibilities in this realm. In this section, I examine how men were encouraged to take

a more active role in family planning and how the gendered division of contraceptive la-

bour impacted on the representations of different contraceptive methods.

The majority of books and booklets published in the late 1950s and during the 1960s

and 1970s were explicitly aimed at women, an approach that endured in some of the

most recent books in my sample: ‘When we talk about contraception we mean first and

foremost women’, wrote the female gynaecologist Jadwiga _Zywuszko in 1984.94

Women were consistently represented as the intended recipients of contraceptive advice;

the Society would recommend a combination of diaphragm or cervical cap with a spermi-

cide, especially during the late 1950s and 1960s. From the late 1960s onwards, the em-

phasis on female barrier methods gradually faded in favour of ‘modern’ contraceptives

for women: the pill and, as a first choice, the intrauterine device.95

This focus on women echoes the traditional approach dating back to 19th-century

British and American birth control advocates, such as Robert Dale Owen, George

Drysdale and Charles Knowlton. Advice about contraception was targeted at women,

who could then act independently of their husbands’ will to cooperate.96 As it was

women who were faced with pregnancy, birth and childcare, Margaret Sanger believed

they should also be responsible for contraception and possess effective means to prevent

undesired pregnancies.97 The idea that it was women who should be educated about

birth control also intersected and overlapped with a wider tradition of women being the

recipients of health advice in general, due to their responsibility for healthcare and medi-

cation within the household.98

While it was taken for granted that family planning was a woman’s responsibility, con-

traceptive advice literature consistently encouraged men to take an active part in pre-

venting unwanted pregnancies. Addressing men in birth control campaigns was by no

means specific to state-socialist Poland. As historian Amy E. Randall has shown, the

Soviet anti-abortion campaign of the mid-1950s and 1960s targeted male comrades,

93Wisłocka, Sztuka Kochania, 289.
94Jadwiga _Zywuszko, Irmina Petryka and Wiesław

Sokoluk, Jak Zapobiega�c Niepo _ządanej Cią_zy (Łód�z:

Pa�nstwowa Agencja Reklamowa, 1984), 12.
95Hilevych and Sato have documented that in Soviet

popular medical literature during the 1970s, the IUD

was represented as the female method of prefer-

ence, due to its safety and security. Hilevych and

Sato, ‘Popular Medical Discourses’, 117–18.
96Cook, The Long Sexual Revolution, 57.

97For instance, Lara Marks, Sexual Chemistry. A History

of the Contraceptive Pill, 2nd edn (New Haven;

London: Yale University Press, 2010).
98Jütte, Contraception: A History; Roberta Bivins, Hilary

Marland, and Nancy Tomes, ‘Histories of Medicine in

the Household: Recovering Practice and ‘Reception’,

Social History of Medicine, 2016, 29, 669–75. Similar

ideas also in Beaupre, Jak Zapobiega�c Cią_zy, first and

subsequent editions and in Lesi�nski, Przed i za

Progiem Mał _ze�nstwa.
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framing abortion prevention as a ‘husbandly concern and a family matter’.99 The cam-

paign, Randall argues, was built upon a transformed model of Soviet masculinity with a

newly recognised engagement and authority in a realm previously considered a woman’s

domain. Yuliya Hilevych and Chizu Sato have demonstrated how, in the same period, the

popular Soviet health magazine Zdorovie encouraged men to ‘protect’ women from

unwanted pregnancy and abortion by also using condoms.100

A number of Polish doctors condemned the fact that contraception was viewed as ‘no

man’s land’. In the expanded introduction to the third and fourth editions of How to Prevent

Pregnancy, Jadwiga Beaupre described the fact that sex meant pleasure for men while

women had to deal with any tough consequences by themselves as ‘a great social injus-

tice’.101 In the only book to be explicitly aimed at men that I could locate, Men’s Sexual ABC

(1963, 1965), written in a similar language to her publications aimed at women, Beaupre

claimed greater male involvement in family planning would compensate for women’s almost

sole responsibility for bearing and educating children and described the ideal 1960s man:

. . . a good husband, who loves his wife and children and has a sense of responsibil-

ity for their fate. This type of person will never turn away from his wife with an in-

different: ‘it’s your business, so handle it’. On the contrary, he will join his wife in

facing the difficulties of this ‘downside’ to sexual cohabitation, which is regulating

the number of children in a family.102

The tasks an ideal husband should undertake, according to Beaupre, included calculating

fertile and infertile days, using condoms, which she considered the simplest and most se-

cure methods, and, if contraception happened to fail, dealing with the paperwork re-

quired for an abortion. For Beaupre, ‘true masculinity in a world where women were

able to study and support themselves’—a nod towards the state-socialist policy of sex

equality—lay not in the husband providing financial support but in being responsible for

his own actions, especially in the realm of sexuality.103

Opinions about men’s involvement in family planning not only appeared in Men’s Sexual

ABC. Other medical authors of both genders contributed to the debate, which continued

throughout the 1970s. The female gynaecologist, Janina Krocin-Karasek, author of a bro-

chure for domestically manufactured intrauterine devices (IUDs) and contraceptive pills,104

acted as an expert on contraception in a cycle of 1974 articles published in Przyjaciółka,

Poland’s most popular women’s magazine. In her emotional plea for men to take responsi-

bility, Krocin-Karasek equated contraception with a man’s love for his wife:

Men and women are equally responsible for the fate of the family and for how nu-

merous it will be. Those men who are deeply emotionally attached to their partners

will want to protect them from termination and its harmful consequences.105

99Randall, ‘Abortion Will Deprive You of Happiness’, 26.
100Hilevych and Sato, ‘Popular Medical Discourses’,

113.
101Beaupre, Jak Zapobiega�c Cią_zy, 3rd (1960) and 4th

(1961) edn, 44–45 (in 3rd edn). The third edition

contained an expanded section on marital coopera-

tion in family planning.

102Beaupre, Seksualne ABC MeR _zczyzny (Warszawa:

PZWL, 1963), 81.
103Ibid.
104Ignaciuk and Ortiz Gómez, Anticoncepción, Mujeres

y Género.
105Janina Krocin-Karasek, ‘[Zdaniem Lekarza] Zapobieganie

Cią_zy (4)’, Przyjaciółka 17 February 1974, 12.
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Some professionals linked this active role with the necessity of male cooperation in a

number of recommended techniques, such as the rhythm method, and prioritised con-

doms as the most accessible and secure contraceptive.106 Other doctors took male in-

volvement a step further and promoted ‘natural regulation of conceptions’, based on

cycle-observation and abstinence, as an expression of spousal love, which, rather than

avoiding or spacing births, involved co-responsibility for conscious conception. The afore-

mentioned Włodzimierz Fijałkowski, along with authors of literature explicitly intended

for Catholic spouses during the 1960s and 1970s, insisted that fertility awareness was a

lifestyle of co-responsibility and mutual love, not a contraceptive method.107

Interestingly, somewhat similar arguments in favour of periodic abstinence as a natural,

safe and responsible contraceptive method, especially for men, also appeared in Soviet

popular medical discourses on birth control in the 1960s.108

Although Polish advice literature often encouraged men to take an active role in family

planning duties, male contraceptive methods, especially the method most widely prac-

tised by Polish men during the 20th century, coitus interruptus, were criticised and path-

ologised. The constant pathologisation of withdrawal in the literature I examined was

often paired with—and is symptomatic of—the persistent popularity of this contraceptive

method in Poland, as documented in sociological surveys on contraceptive practices car-

ried out in the 1970s.109 Withdrawal was also a prevalent method in other countries in

the region, including Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and the Soviet Union,110 as

well as the sexual cultures of Catholic nations and communities throughout the world.111

In some contexts, such as early 20th-century Britain and communist Yugoslavia, scholars

have interpreted the capacity to accomplish withdrawal as a cultural component of suc-

cessful, caring masculinity. Yet, in Britain, the method continued to be condemned by

the British birth control movement as being ineffective and highly likely to diminish wom-

en’s sexual pleasure.112

Polish advice literature almost always denounced withdrawal as a cause of serious

health problems in both spouses, an argument present in West European prescriptive

106For example, see Tadeusz Majle, Co Ka _zde

Mał _ze�nstwo Wiedzie�c Powinno, 16; Pumpia�nski,

Jak Zapobiega�c Cią_zy, 27.
107Włodzimierz Fijałkowski, Naturalny Rytm Płodno�sci

(Warszawa: PZWL, 1976); Naturalny Rytm Płodno�sci

(Warszawa: PZWL, 1981); Fijałkowski, Sztuczne

Poronienie czy Odpowiedzialne Rodzicielstwo;

Włodzimierz Fijałkowski, Naturalny Rytm Płodno�sci

(Warszawa: PZWL, 1985); Czapli�nska et al., Katolik

a Planowanie Rodziny; Wielowieyski, Przed Nami

Mał _ze�nstwo. On this last book, see Agnieszka

Ko�scia�nska, ‘Humanae Vitae, Birth Control and the

Forgotten History of the Catholic Church in Poland’,

in Harris, The Schism of ’68, 187–208.
108Hilevych and Sato, ‘Popular Medical Discourses’,

116.
109Ignaciuk and Ortiz-Gómez, Anticoncepción, Mujeres

y Género.
110Yuliya Hilevych, ‘Abortion and Gender Relationships

in Ukraine, 1955–1970’, The History of the Family,

2015, 20, 86–105; Henry P. David and Robert J.

McIntyre, Reproductive Behaviour. Central and

Eastern European Experience (New York: Springer,

1981).
111Gigi Santow, ‘Coitus Interruptus in the Twentieth

Century’, Population and Development Review,

1993, 19, 767–92. See also Agata Ignaciuk and

Alba Villén Jiménez, ‘>Una Peque~na Revolución

Sexual? Experiencias de Sexualidad y

Anticoncepción de Mujeres Andaluzas entre los

A~nos Cincuenta y Ochenta del Siglo XX’, Dynamis,

2018, 38, 303–31.
112Kate Fisher and Simon Szreter, ‘“They Prefer

Withdrawal”: The Choice of Birth Control in Britain,

1918–1950’, Journal of Interdisciplinary History,

2003, 34, 236–91; Rada Drezgi�c, ‘Fertility Control

and Gender (in)Equality under Socialism. The Case

of Serbia’, in Niethmammer and Satjuko, eds, Wenn

Die Chemie Stimmt, 269–85. On the condemnation

of withdrawal in Britain: Cook, The Long Sexual

Revolution, 202, 300.
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literature on contraception since the beginning of the 20th century,113 as well as the

Soviet Union during the 1960s, where, as Hilevych and Sato have argued, it was linked to

a threat as great to the gender script for masculinity as infertility was for women: impo-

tence.114 With sporadic references to extremely serious ailments, such as heart attack or

stroke, the main criticism attached to coitus interruptus in Polish popular medical texts

was its association with unresolved sexual tension in both partners. In men, this tension

resulted from the obligation of maintaining constant control and thus not benefiting

from the relaxation sex could provide. An understanding of the sex act as something that

is and should be uncontrollable was common in Polish sexological discourse during the

1970s.115 For women, the tension resulted from the prematurely finished act depriving

them of orgasm. This, according to the authors of most contraception advice literature,

led to physical symptoms such as pelvic congestion and psychological ones, namely a bad

temper and irritability, potentially threatening family contentment.116 The exception was

Wisłocka, who condemned withdrawal in her 1965 Contraceptive Methods but in the Art

of Love (1978), claimed it was an innocuous contraceptive technique for ‘calm men’ in

stable relationships (261–62). Advice literature did not cite empirical studies to support

claims of a negative impact on men’s health from withdrawal: it appears that traditional

ideas about withdrawal being unhealthy were perpetuated without scientific reflection.

The contraceptive that most divided opinion was the condom, which some authors

presented as the best choice, while many others completely rejected the method.

Jadwiga Beaupre’s What Agatka Learned about Conscious Motherhood (1961), for in-

stance, a short story intended for rural women, about women receiving birth control ad-

vice in their village, featured a doctor who exclaimed ‘A woman whose husband uses

condoms is a happy one’.117 A contemporary manual by (male) professor of gynaecology

Tadeusz Bulski, however, presented condoms as unreliable, a problem raised in a number

of books during the 1970s and 1980s, whose authors warned of the poor quality of do-

mestically manufactured rubber.118 Aside from quality issues, doctors also claimed con-

doms diminished sexual pleasure for both partners,119 were aesthetically unpleasing120

and deprived women of the beneficial effect of semen on their bodies.121 A condom’s

role in preventing venereal disease was almost totally absent from advice literature, and

if mentioned at all, appeared in the context of ‘single men, who have love affairs and

fear contracting venereal disease’.122

113Stewart, ‘Science is Always Chaste’, 385.
114Hilevych and Sato, ‘Popular Medical Discourses’,

114, argue that in Soviet popular medical dis-

courses, the link between withdrawal and impo-

tence was explained through medical arguments

(harm to the nervous system).
115Ko�scia�nska, Płe�c, Przyjemno�s�c i Przemoc.
116For example, Wisłocka, Metody Zapobiegania

Cią_zy, 8.
117Jadwiga Beaupre, Czego Dowiedziała SieR Agatka o

�Swiadomym Macierzy�nstwie (Warszawa: PZWL,

1961), 10.

118Krystyna Jordan, Antykoncepcja Współczesna

(Warszawa: PZWL, 1973), 23; Adam Ceka�nski,

Antykoncepcja (Zagadnienia Wybrane) (Warszawa:

PZWL, 1984), 4.
119Sternadel, ABC _Zycia Mał _ze�nskiego (Warszawa:

PZWL, 1969), 117; Krocin-Karasek, ‘[Zdaniem

Lekarza]’.
120Theodor van de Velde, Mał _ze�nstwo Doskonałe

(Warszawa: PZWL, 1972), 295.
121Wisłocka, Metody Zapobiegania Cią_zy, 22.
122Maria Kara�s and Hanna Polsakiewicz, Listy do

Przyjaciółki (Warszawa: PZWL, 1961), 28.
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‘When a Man’s Drunk, He Doesn’t Think about Contraception’:
Masculinity, Violence and Alcoholism

Not only were male-controlled contraceptive methods viewed with ambivalence, the

ideal discussed earlier of a caring husband, actively involved in family planning, clashed

violently with examples of husbandly behaviour put forward in popular literature on con-

traception. The key feature of this behaviour was egoism, which, as Natalia Jarska has

suggested, typically appeared as a distinctive male flaw in broadly considered literature

on marriage and relationships produced in state-socialist Poland.123 In regard to family

planning, it manifested itself as indifference or even outright hostility towards contracep-

tion. As male gynaecologist Rafał Pumpia�nski wrote, in one of the first large print book-

lets on contraception (1957), ‘Regrettably, it is not unusual to see an extremely egoistic

and unreasonable attitude in men who think that they are not obliged to take any pre-

cautions, because women have to manage “these things” on their own’.124 Nearly two

decades later, these words were repeated almost literally in Barbara TreRbicka-

Kwiatkowska’s To Prevent Pregnancy or to Terminate It,125 illustrating the stability of this

gendered metaphor of an egoistic husband evading his birth control responsibilities. This

stability synchronises with Barbara Klich-Kluczewska’s description of Polish society under

state socialism as static and unrevolutionary, with social change arrested by omnipresent

poverty and developments taking place not over decades, but across half a century.126

Some authors linked such attitudes with a Catholic or traditional upbringing,127 while

others condemned ‘egoistic’ men forcing legal abortion upon their wives as a low-cost

solution.128

A far more frequent form of violence mentioned in the advice literature was the eu-

phemistic ‘brutality’ of husbands: marital rape. In the medical birth control propaganda

for a general readership that I analysed, the spectre of husbands ‘not respecting their

wives’ and being ‘violent’ (the usual adjective is ‘gwałtowny‘, etymologically linked to

‘gwałt’ [rape]) is a permanent fixture throughout the period.129 One explanation for this

‘brutality’ appears in Dr Tadeusz Bulski’s Guide to Marriage. This book, which, as men-

tioned earlier, appeared in seven editions and almost half a million copies, depicts a series

of consultations between a doctor and a 24-year old woman with three small children.

During her first visit, the patient, who had undergone four abortions in rapid succession,

seemed almost resigned to her fate of ‘many more pregnancies’:

Doctor, you know my husband, how violent and incomprehensive he is. He often

drinks and then he would not care about anything. . . . I tried to talk to him but he

says it’s my fault. . . . Doctor, you know it, when a man’s drunk, he doesn’t think

123Jarska, ‘MieRdzy Równo�scią’.
124Pumpia�nski, Jak Zapobiega�c Cią_zy, 26.
125TreRbicka-Kwiatkowska, Zapobieganie czy Przerywanie

Cią_zy, 36.
126Klich-Kluczewska, Rodzina, Tabu i Komunizm w Polsce,

263.
127Kara�s and Polsakiewicz, Listy do Przyjaciółki, 28.
128Pumpia�nski, Jak Zapobiega�c Cią_zy, 26; Fijałkowski,

Sztuczne Poronienie czy Odpowiedzialne

Rodzicielstwo, 94. Men forcing their partners to

have abortions also appeared in the Soviet anti-

abortion campaign of the 1950s and 1960s. See,

Randall, ‘Abortion Will Deprive You of Happiness’,

27.
129For example, Majle, Co Ka _zde Mał _ze�nstwo

Wiedzie�c Powinno, 25; Fijałkowski, Naturalny Rytm

Płodno�sci, 94.
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about contraception. I tried to pretend I’m sick so we don’t [have intercourse] but

he threatened he’d leave me.130

The situation described by Dr Bulski’s fictional patient illustrates dimensions of gender hier-

archy and gendered sexual violence. First, the fact a male partner threatening to leave was

enough for a woman to endure unwanted intercourse exemplifies an asymmetrical power

relationship. Secondly, the doctor already ‘knew’ about the husband’s violent and ‘unsym-

pathetic’ behaviour; indeed, the issue was raised in relation to family planning rather than a

concern in itself, an example of the normalisation of abuse highlighted in Barbara Klich-

Kluczewska’s work on the (non)-tabooisation of ‘domestic violence’ in state-socialist

Poland.131 This normalisation, as anthropologist Agnieszka Ko�scia�nska has also shown, was

linked with the naturalisation of male sexuality as primitive, savage and uncontrollable, an

ongoing idea in sexological discourse during the last two decades of state socialism.132

The narration by Dr Bulski’s patient also brings out another element of this uncontrolla-

ble male sexuality: the consumption of alcohol, often considered the main catalyst of vio-

lence and another factor normalising men’s irresponsible behaviour. Alcoholism was an

immense and increasing public health and social problem in state-socialist Poland133 and,

as Barbara Klich-Kluczewska has argued, became a convenient explanation for domestic

violence during the 1970s, ghettoising the phenomenon and preventing victims from re-

ceiving real support from the state and perpetrators from being punished.134 Likewise, al-

cohol overconsumption was inextricably linked to a man rejecting birth control or

‘forcing intercourse’, being considered to both provoke and practically justify his actions.

This link remained stable in books and pamphlets on contraception published throughout

the period analysed here, from the mid-1950s to the mid-1980s.135 Given Dr Bulski’s fail-

ure to address abuse in his fictional consultations, it appears the naturalisation of

alcohol-incited sexual violence by husbands had also infiltrated medical practice.

Certainly Bulski, and most of his male and female colleagues who wrote about contra-

ception for a general readership at that time, merely recommended the patient use a

contraceptive method that did not require male cooperation.

During SCM’s early years, this option was a combination of diaphragm or cervical cap

and spermicide. In the journalists Maria Kara�s and Hanna Polsakiewicz’s advice booklet

Letters to a Friend (1961, 1962), published by SCM, a woman encourages her friend to

conduct her contraception measures clandestinely:

You can use contraception that he won’t notice. You have to remember to

wear the diaphragm. He won’t feel it. I don’t see the need to talk about this

130Bulski, Poradnik Mał _ze�nski, 4–5. This section of the

book remained unchanged through its subsequent

editions until the last one in 1967.
131Klich-Kluczewska, ‘Gest czy PrzesteRpstwo? Przemoc

Fizyczna w Czterech �Scianach’, in Rodzina, Tabu i

Komunizm, 179–232.
132Ko�scia�nska, ‘Sex on Equal Terms?’; Ko�scia�nska,

Płe�c, Przyjemno�s�c i Przemoc.
133Krzysztof Kosi�nski, Historia Pija�nstwa w Czasach PRL

(Warszawa: IH PAN, 2008).

134Klich-Kluczewska, Rodzina, Tabu i Komunizm w Polsce,

215.
135Examples include: Lesi�nski, Przed i za Progiem

Mał _ze�nstwa (1959); Beaupre, Seksualne ABC

(1963); Sternadel, ABC Mał _ze�nskiego _Zycia (1969);

TreRbicka-Kwiatkowska, �Swiadome czy Nie�swiadome

Macierzy�nstwo (1971); the Polish edition preface

to Van de Velde, Mał _ze�nstwo Doskonałe (1972),

by sexologist Kazimiez Imieli�nski; Fijałkowski,

Odpowiedzialne Rodzicielstwo (1983).
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with my husband. You may not talk about it to yours either, perhaps

sometime later.136

Towards the end of the 1960s, medical literature popularising birth control switched alle-

giance from diaphragms to the IUD as the contraceptive method of self-defensive prefer-

ence.137 In an article on Polish IUDs published in Przyjaciółka in 1976, Dr Mieczysław

Cisło gave his reasons for frequently prescribing the coil:

I cannot prescribe oral contraceptive pills to women after many abortions, whose hus-

bands don’t cooperate, force intercourse or are alcoholics. These women work hard,

they work multiple shifts, they have several children and husbands who only think

about themselves. I cannot be sure these women would be taking pills regularly, will

remember to take them every day. I offer them Spider CU [a Polish IUD].138

Diaphragms and IUDs created a barrier, if not from rape, then at least against any result-

ing offspring or abortions, and along with high efficacy, had the additional advantage of

not requiring daily compliance.

Conclusion
The contraception advice literature published in Poland between the legalisation of abor-

tion in 1956 and the mid-1980s exhibits the gendered tensions, contradictions and hier-

archies involved in constructing family planning as a legitimate medical and social

activity. The arguments used for this construction were driven by ideas about population

management on both sides of the Iron Curtain. Polish authors strategically employed

arguments relating to the health and prosperity of the entire family, tactically attempting

to subdue social anxieties relating to public intervention in birth control practices, previ-

ously the almost exclusive domain of the Catholic Church.

While rejecting coercion—from the state or individuals, such as husbands encouraging

their wives to terminate pregnancies—advisors consistently criticised affluent, ‘egoistic’

spouses, especially wives, for not producing enough children, while encouraging poor

women to refrain from bringing offspring into the world that would burden the state.

One may wonder how this advice applied to Polish society, where living standards were

generally low throughout the period analysed. Only in the 1970s did the Polish United

Worker’s Party place more emphasis on consumerism and access to consumer goods. At

the same time as this change was taking place, family planning literature produced by

Catholic doctors was elevated to ‘official’ status and mainstreamed through the PZWL.

Advice literature timidly and belatedly—from the 1970s onwards—began to place less

emphasis on family planning as something pertaining exclusively to married couples.

Concurrently, family planning advice materials began to advocate contraception for rea-

sons that could be perceived as controversial or ‘egoistic’, such as a woman’s professional

and sexual fulfilment (usually framed in relation to the happiness of the couple or family as

a whole). Throughout the entire period under analysis here, family planning was generally

136Kara�s and Polsakiewicz, Listy do Przyjaciółki, 129–

30.
137For example, TreRbicka-Kwiatkowska, �Swiadome czy

Nie�swiadome Macierzy�nstwo.

138Anna �Spich, ‘Komu Potrzebna Polska Spirala’,

Przyjaciółka, 13 June 1976, 10.
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represented less as a tool enhancing gender equality in terms of women’s professional

roles and more in terms of men’s responsibilities towards their wives and children.

Similarly to the representation of gender roles in popular sexological literature during the

1970s and 1980s, publications on contraception for a general readership took legal equality

between the sexes for granted yet failed to apply this to gender relationships as performed

through the practices of sex, reproduction and contraception. Gynaecologists who wrote

about family planning for the general public from the 1950s through to the 1980s tended

to portray the relationship between the sexes as complementary, with most attaching re-

sponsibility for contraception to those who bore the consequences of unwanted pregnan-

cies: women. These included abortion, unequivocally represented as dangerous and

potentially sterilising, to the almost exclusive (and unquestioned) obligation to care for result-

ing children. At the same time, advisors put pressure on men to become more involved in

family planning practices, while simultaneously discrediting and pathologising the traditional

male birth control technique, coitus interruptus, and constructing an ambiguous portrayal of

condoms. While preaching co-responsibility for contraception, this literature also acknowl-

edged the omnipresence of gender violence, condemning ‘silly, egoistic’ husbands, incited

by alcohol into forcing sexual intercourse on their spouses and recommended that women

could and should use contraception without their husband’s knowledge. While framing con-

traception as strategically useful, these advisors bestowed new knowledge upon women on

how to manage birth control, sanitised and legitimised this knowledge and, in their own

way, encouraged women to react against established and largely unquestioned gender hier-

archies by rejecting, if not undesired intercourse, then the possible consequences.

A direction for future research that emerges from this study is the establishing of a dia-

logue between ‘official’ discourses on contraception as represented in popular medical

literature and those developed in Catholic marital literature and marriage preparation

materials. The circulation of these narratives increased considerably from the late 1960s

onwards, a time when reducing the number of abortions through the mainstreaming of

‘natural regulation of conceptions’ became a key task for the Polish Episcopate. Another

profitable area for research would be the actual impact of these discourses on Polish birth

control practices: to that end, I am currently developing an oral history project.
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